
 
 
Date: 2015.08.18 
 
NEWSFLASH     
 
 
Re: Tauris Software Update 
 
Dear Tauris Users 
 
Please note that following SANPO c
unfavourable position regarding the new
restricted the original old Tauris Compakt users to couple maximum 100 pigeons,   
Tauris have obliged and have brought out their latest software version addressing 
this issue. 
 
The undermentioned self-explanatory e
Compakt can again with this new software accommodate the 200 bird coupling 
which places these Tauris users back in the position they were when purchasing 
their Tauris Compakt years back.
 
Please note that this software will 
been approved by SANPO 
Tauris Software soonest to conduct test and hopefully approve such software for use 
in the SANPO Sanctioned Races.
 
We thank Tauris Germany for accommodating our requirements in South Africa.
 
Trust the attached is as good news for you as it is for us.
 
Yours in Sport 
Shane Gerber 
SANPO Clock Committee Chairman
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NEWSFLASH NEWSFLASH 

Re: Tauris Software Update – New Software available . 

Please note that following SANPO correspondence highlighting SANPOs
unfavourable position regarding the new Tauris Software version 1.52 which 
restricted the original old Tauris Compakt users to couple maximum 100 pigeons,   

and have brought out their latest software version addressing 

explanatory e-mail says it all.   The Original Old Tauris 
Compakt can again with this new software accommodate the 200 bird coupling 
which places these Tauris users back in the position they were when purchasing 
their Tauris Compakt years back. 

Please note that this software will be distributed by the loacal agent as soon as it has 
been approved by SANPO – which we are hoping is a mere formality.  We await the 
Tauris Software soonest to conduct test and hopefully approve such software for use 
in the SANPO Sanctioned Races. 

k Tauris Germany for accommodating our requirements in South Africa.

Trust the attached is as good news for you as it is for us. 

SANPO Clock Committee Chairman 

 

NEWSFLASH 

orrespondence highlighting SANPOs 
Software version 1.52 which 

restricted the original old Tauris Compakt users to couple maximum 100 pigeons,   
and have brought out their latest software version addressing 

all.   The Original Old Tauris 
Compakt can again with this new software accommodate the 200 bird coupling 
which places these Tauris users back in the position they were when purchasing 

be distributed by the loacal agent as soon as it has 
which we are hoping is a mere formality.  We await the 

Tauris Software soonest to conduct test and hopefully approve such software for use 

k Tauris Germany for accommodating our requirements in South Africa. 



 
From: Tauris  

Sent: 18 August 2015 08:39 AM 
To: sgerber@bllsa.co.za 

Cc: accounts@thecollarman.co.za; mshaw146@gmail.com 
Subject: TauRIS Software 

 

Dear Mr. Gerber, 
 
Herewith we inform you that there is a new software for users of the Electronic 
Clocking System TauRIS in South Africa. The descriptions are as follows:  
 
          Terminal software TS-ZA 8.23 
          Club software CW-ZA 1.52 
 
This software for South Africa is the version which is the valid from now on with 
immediate effect. All previous software versions will no longer be supported and no 
longer be further developed.  
 
With this new software version the terminals TauRIS compakt (with small memory) 
can store loft stocks of 200 pigeons.  
 
We have transferred the new software to our dearler Mr. Meredith Shaw and have 
instructed him to put this software in circulation in South Africa.  
 
For any further questions please do not hesitate to ask. We are looking forward to 
hearing from you again.  
 
Kind regards 
Rüter EPV-Systeme GmbH 
 
Eckhard Rüter 
______________________________ 
 
Rüter EPV-Systeme GmbH  
Große Heide 39-41  
32425 Minden, Germany  
Tel.: +49 571 646900  
Fax: +49 571 6469020  
E-Mail: mail@tauris.de  
Internet: www.tauris.de  
 
Geschäftsführer / Managing Director:  
Dipl.-Ing. Eckhard Rüter 
 
 
 


